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EDWARDSVILLE - Southern Illinois University Edwardsville’s Dennis Mares, PhD, 
professor in the Department of Criminal Justice, released a Problem-Oriented Policing 
(POP) guide, , in Gunshot Detection: Reducing Gunfire through Acoustic Technology
early November, highlighting acoustic gunshot detection systems, which are sensors 
designed to recognize the acoustic pattern of gunfire.





 

“Gunfire alerts by such systems enable police to respond faster and to a more precise 
location of gunfire,” said Mares. “The guide examines how agencies implement gunshot 
detection systems and provides insights to agencies interested in implementing their 
own systems and initiatives. In addition, the guide pays particular attention to best 
practices in responding to and investigating gunshot alerts.”

With a majority of gunfire going unreported by the public, the technology is on track to 
become standard in large police departments. The technology is relatively new in law 
enforcement settings and research on the systems is limited on the extent to which 
gunshot detection may reduce gun violence and improve investigative success.

“I hope that the guide helps police agencies understand the pros and cons of gunshot 
detection,” Mares added. “But most of all, I hope that agencies who use the technology 
develop evidence-based strategies to evaluate its impact.”

Gunshot detection systems have been implemented in parts of St. Louis in efforts to 
reduce gun violence in the region. Mares has conducted several evaluations of gunshot 
detection systems with the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Department. The results from 
those evaluations indicate that the implemented system was not associated with 
significant reductions in gun violence but did reduce police response times.

“It is important to point out that gunshot detection is not without controversy,” Mares 
concluded. “Gun violence remains a problem primarily for disadvantaged and 
communities of color, but they also have most to gain from gun violence prevention. 
This must be done in a way that is sensitive to their needs with careful understanding of 
any negative consequences of such efforts.”

Mares will be presenting the guide at an upcoming webinar at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 6. 
To register for the webinar go to events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/event?oeidk=
a07ejgwu8k075b68c11&llr=yzmp96wab.

To view the POP guide, visit smart-policing.com/sites/default/files/2022-11/2022-
SPI_POP-GunAcoustic_FINAL.pdf.

Central to SIUE’s exceptional and comprehensive education, the College of Arts and 
 offers degree programs in the natural sciences, humanities, arts, social sciences Sciences

and communications. The College touches the lives of all SIUE students, helping them 
explore diverse ideas and experiences, while learning to think and live as fulfilled, 
productive members of the global community. Study abroad, service-learning, 
internships and other experiential learning opportunities better prepare SIUE students 
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not only to succeed in our region’s workplaces, but also to become valuable leaders who 
make important contributions to our communities.

Opinions expressed in this section are solely those of the individual authors and do 
not represent the views of RiverBender.com or its affiliates. We provide a platform for 
community voices, but the responsibility for opinions rests with their authors.


